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Abstract

We are currently at a point where the use of robots to
model human mental disorders is possible, and this ca-
pability will only increase. By considering the lessons
learned from animal models, we argue that robot mod-
els of human mental disorders can complement exist-
ing approaches in mental health research.

1 Introduction

We are currently at a point where the use of
robots to model human mental disorders is pos-
sible, and this capability will only increase. It is
true that current robots are a long way from re-
producing the capabilities of human beings, and
it might be seen as insulting that complex human
disorders could be modelled with such distant ap-
proximations. However, for many years, animal
models of mental disorders have been used for hu-
man mental disorders. We therefore take stock,
and examine how we should progress in the use
of robot models.

2 Models for Mental Disorders

In his section, we define and briefly discuss four
types of models for mental disorders.

A conceptual model of a mental disorder is a
theoretical construct that links underlying causes
(etiology), either proposed or observed, with ob-
served symptoms and correlates. A conceptual
model serves as a framework for understand-
ing, and should have explanatory and predictive
power with respect to the condition being mod-
elled. For example, Shafran [2] gives five mod-
els for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder based var-
iously on: a faulty appraisal of normal intru-
sive thoughts, an excessive emphasis on control
of one’s own thoughts, and a self-perpetuating
mechanism of checking behaviour. There is not
necessarily a need for one “true” model, and dif-
ferent models may be complementary, having dif-
ferent emphases, levels of abstraction or uses

An animal model of a mental disorder is a non-
human animal used to study brain–behaviour re-
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lations with the goal of gaining insight into, and
to enable predictions about, these relations in hu-
mans [3]. Animal models may be induced by ge-
netic manipulation, drugs, or by environmental
manipulation. Alternatively, they may be natu-
rally occurring. They have the advantage that
they model a complete system (organism and en-
vironment), and they use a real animal, hence a
real nervous system. However, there are limits to
how closely a non-human animal can be used to
model human mental disorders. There are also
ethical issues associated with animal experimen-
tation.

A computational model of a mental disorder is
a realisation, or partial realisation, of a theoret-
ical model in a computer. The emerging field
of computational psychiatry includes within its
scope the development of computational models
of psychiatric disorders [4]. These models have
the advantage that, by their nature, they are
highly specified and so any results should be repli-
cable and can be analysed in detail. However, due
to the complexity of implementing such a model,
they are typically only partial implementations
(e.g. of a neurological subsystem) or they work at
a relatively high level of abstraction. In addition,
they do not necessarily include any behavioural
element, a true closed-loop interaction with the
environment, or the effects of contextual and en-
vironmental elements.

A robot model of a mental disorder include an
embedded realisation of a conceptual model in
an embodied, interacting robot and its environ-
ment. This introduces elements that are present
in animal models, but which purely computa-
tional models lack.

Thus far, there have been relatively few explicit
robot models of mental disorders, with work Ya-
mashita and Tani [5] being one of the rare ex-
amples. However, work in biologically-inspired
autonomous robots is linked, since models of be-
haviour can also potentially serve as models of
pathological behaviour. For example, our previ-
ous work on pleasure and behaviour [6] has links
to addiction.



3 Learning from Animal Models

In order to maximise the potential of robot
models, it is instructive to learn from what has
been learned from many years of using animal
models.

Animal models can be evaluated and validated
along four criteria [7]: face validity (phenomeno-
logical similarity), construct validity (validity of
the underlying mechanism), predictive validity
(whether, for example, the model can predict ef-
fective interventions) and reliability (whether re-
sults are robust and reproducible).

Thinking about how these criteria relate to
robot models, we make the following observa-
tions.

Face validity can be easy to achieve in robot
models: a robot can simply be programmed to
behave in a pathological fashion. However, with-
out construct validity, in this case face validity
becomes meaningless. Therefore, we should not
work from the direction of face validity, but use
it as a validation criterion.

If robot models are based on theoretical mod-
els, then construct validity either comes from this
development process, or, if the model is hypothet-
ical, then the robot model serves are a test of the
model itself.

Predictive validity is important in the context
of developing clinical interventions, it is there-
fore something that should be targeted by robot
models in order to maximise their contribution to
translational research.

Reliability is something that to some extent
comes naturally from using robot models: it is
possible to replicate experiments. However, since
it may be the theoretical model that is of interest,
not the specific implementation, efforts should
also be made to produce alternative implemen-
tations of the same theoretical model, to demon-
strate that the behaviour of a model is not due to
a detail of implementation (you may then ask if
that implementation detail should be included in
the theoretical model).

Finally, with robot models we can easily “look
inside” our model to examine cognitive processes
as they happen. While this can be done to some
extent with animals, it is limited, and the tech-
niques may be invasive. By doing this we may
gain insights into how mental illness is experi-
enced from the inside (symptoms such as con-
fusion, alienation from one’s own actions, para-
noia), going beyond the behavioural aspects that
are the most readily examined in animal models.

4 Advantages of Robot Models

One significant advantage of computational
models, including robot models, over animal mod-
els is that it allows precise operationalisation and
explicit implementation of an underlying theoret-
ical model. While models may be implemented
in animals, experimenters may not always have
enough control over the biology to implement it
a theoretical model as precisely as desired.

In addition to this, robot models have vastly re-
duced ethical issues compared to animal models.

It is also easier to control environmental con-
founding factors that are not part of the model
with robots than with animals. For example, ex-
perimental results in animals have been unexpect-
edly affected by experimenter smells [8]. Such ef-
fects can be limited in robots since we have more
knowledge of, and control over, their sensory sys-
tems.

Bearing in mind the criterion of predictive va-
lidity, above, robot models may also allow us to
test interventions. For example, they may test
simulated drugs that have a targeted effect on one
element of the model, such as a receptor, when no
such chemical is yet known, or when known chem-
icals have undesirable side effects. However, in or-
der to do this, potential targets (pharmaceutical
or otherwise) needs to be part of the underlying
model.

Robot models can also take advantage of their
embodied aspect. Mental disorders frequently
have have embodied aspects, such as a distorted
sense of the body, and some therapeutic interven-
tions are also embodied (e.g. exercise, art ther-
apy). Symptoms of mental disorders may also
be partly due to dysfunctions in the perception-
action loop. By taking this into account, robot
models can be used as tools where purely compu-
tational models are not suitable.

5 Conclusions

Robot models for mental disorders are a
promising direction for research, to be used in
conjunction with existing animal and purely com-
putational models. However, in order to achieve
their potential thought needs to be given to how
they are used. Implementation of existing theo-
retical models has promise, but these models need
to be assessed in terms of face validity (of both
phenotypes and “hidden” endo-phenotypes), pre-
dictive validity and reliability. With predictive
power, robot models can then contribute to trans-
lational research of treatments.
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